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The Greatest War Stories Never Told 2013-07-30

rick beyer the author of the acclaimed history channel series the greatest stories never told returns with new historic tales this time focusing on amazing war stories search the annals of military history and you will discover no end of quirky characters and surprising true stories the topless dancer who saved the byzantine empire the world war i battle that was halted so a soccer game could be played the scientist who invented a pigeon guided missile in 1943 and don't forget the elderly pig whose death triggered an international crisis between the united states and great britain this is the kind of history you'll find in the greatest war stories never told one hundred fascinating stories drawn from two thousand years of military history accompanied by a wealth of photographs maps drawings and documents that help bring each story to life little known tales told with a one two punch of history and humor that will make you shake your head in disbelief but they're all true did you know that one military unit served on both sides during the civil war the war of jenkins's ear was actually fought over a sea captain's ear daniel boone was once tried for treason a siege on poland in 1519 gave birth to the marriage of bread and butter discover how war can be a catalyst for change an engine for innovation and an arena for valor deceit intrigue ambition revenge audacity folly and even silliness want to know how the mafia helped the united states win world war ii when the word bazooka was coined or how silly putty was invented read on
The Best Golf Stories Ever Told 2013-06-01

this book is a comprehensive collection of stories each of which captures a different facet of the game of golf some of the best golfers in the history of the sport as well as those who have established themselves as aficionados through their writing or commentary all offer their stories from both on and off the course together they articulate the passion as well as the frustrations behind one of the world s most popular sports the best golf stories ever told is a book for golf fans and players alike who share a love for the game this is part of the well established the best stories series of books each of which is selectively edited and handcrafted to include only the best stories from the best writers of the genre what other people may find in poetry or art museums i find in the flight of a good drive arnold palmer skyhorse publishing as well as our sports publishing imprint is proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in sports books about baseball pro football college football pro and college basketball hockey or soccer we have a book about your sport or your team in addition to books on popular team sports we also publish books for a wide variety of athletes and sports enthusiasts including books on running cycling horseback riding swimming tennis martial arts golf camping hiking aviation boating and so much more while not every title we publish becomes a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home

Stories Seldom Told 1997

are you bothered by the roles accorded to girls and women in bible stories if so lois miriam wilson s stories seldom told is for you her collection features more than 40 stories of women in the bible though the stories are sometimes difficult to hear wilson tells them in new ways affirming the struggles and perspectives of contemporary women

The Greatest Music Stories Never Told 2013-07-30

the author of the highly successful history channel series the greatest stories never told returns with new historic tales this time focusing on amazing music stories that aren t taught in the average classroom rick beyer plums the vast archives of the history channel to deliver a treasure trove of obscure and fascinating stories to delight and entertain the greatest music stories never told continues the series tradition with short fascinating tales accompanied by an array of stunning and diverse photographs from around the globe the greatest music stories never told illuminates the origins of a fascinating range of music topics from instruments and styles to composers and technological advances all which show us how little we really know guaranteed to astonish bewilder and stupefy this all new volume will appeal not only to history buffs but to pop culture audiences and music fans of all ages and stripes
100 Tiny Tales 2019-01-09

no time for fiction think again many people love fiction but don t have the time to take up a weighty novel why not try some microfiction short stories instead these bite sized slice of life short stories are crafted with only one hundred words so they go by in a flash perfect for time challenged fiction lovers these humorous yet thought provoking stories can be read when you re waiting in line riding the bus or whenever you need a short mental break go on try some flash fiction grab your copy of 100 tiny tales today 100 tiny tales short stories told in exactly one hundred words is written by k kris loomis a native south carolinian and the author of the novels the sinking of bethany ann crane and the murder of leopold beckenbauer as well as the short story collection the monster in the closet and other stories kris is also a nonfiction author who writes books about yoga meditation and the time she spent living in south america including after namaste off the mat musings of a modern yogini and thirty days in quito two gringos and a three legged cat move to ecuador when kris isn t at her standing desk writing she can be found playing chess folding an origami crane or practicing a beethoven sonata on the piano she lives in rock hill south carolina with her husband and two cats you can connect with kris at her website kkrisloomis com or her amazon author page or find her on facebook twitter or instagram kkrisloomis

The Greatest Science Stories Never Told 2009-11-03

100 tales of invention and discovery to astonish bewilder stupefy meet the angry undertaker who gave us the push button phone discover how modesty led to the invention of the stethoscope find out why albert einstein patented a refrigerator learn how a train full of trumpeters made science history did you know about the frustrated fashion designer who created the space suit the gun toting newspaperman who invented the parking meter the midnight dreams that led to a nobel prize they re so good you can t read just one

The Best War Stories Ever Told 2011-11

raise your spear and gather the troops you re in for an adventure

Stories Toto Told Me 1898

brief encounters with the suffering and triumphs of characters living in northern michigan by phillip sterling
In Which Brief Stories Are Told 2011-03-15

collects stories capturing different aspects of what it means to be a cowboy from authors including mark twain andy adams and zane grey

The Best Cowboy Stories Ever Told 2011-10

in the greatest stories never told special ops attorney and author larry yadon has written some of the greatest tales about special forces and operations not twice or thrice told tales but the ones you haven’t heard before it is an unforgettable collection and includes stories of legendary operations from the late 18th century when special forces emerged through present day afghanistan and iraq

The Greatest Stories Never Told 2019-10-11

reproduction of the original the publishing house megali specialises in reproducing historical works in large print to make reading easier for people with impaired vision

How They Succeeded; Life Stories of Successful Men Told by Themselves 2023-10-03

in the greatest sniper stories ever told editor tom mccarthy has pulled together some of the finest writings about snipers that capture readers imaginations meticulously culled from books magazines movies and elsewhere it is an unforgettable collection and includes stories by chris kyle author of american sniper joe lebleu gina cavallaro and matt larsen and many others it includes tales of legendary snipers from the revolutionary war up through present day afghanistan and iraq

The Greatest Sniper Stories Ever Told 2016-05-01

the greatest heist stories ever told is a captivating collection of true stories celebrating the best heists ever pulled off many still unsolved it allows readers to appreciate the efforts that go into a truly magnificent heist it is a celebration of stunning well planned and audacious capers that left police
and armies of investigators scratching their heads and looking for answers

The Greatest Heist Stories Ever Told 2019-08-30

this book was written in such a way that i could bring out some very difficult things to talk about and make it raw yet digestible my greatest desire for the remainder of my life is to tell my story and hear yours i have set myself so far outside my comfort zone i am spiritually naked i have done this for each of you and god in heaven i assure you that this story will move you and god will touch you like never before i have lived and fought through child abuse sexual abuse molestation attempted murder on me murder in general stolen identity false imprisonment and the odds that were against me i am now owner ceo and president of a successful company in ohio usa god not only gets the glory but he is also the glory this life guide is a ten chapter series developed especially for healing and fighting for your transformation to be a genuine warrior for god

Heartest Story Finally Told 2017-03-13

top fishermen and writers contribute to this exciting new adventure series

The Best Fishing Stories Ever Told 2010-09-08

hamilton holt editor of the independent collected these touching autobiographies of ordinary people new immigrants and sharecroppers cooks and fishermen women and men working in sweatshops in the city and on the land first published in 1906 and reissued a decade ago this new edition of life stories of undistinguished americans is expanded to include lives holt did not include in his original selection as well as a new preface by werner sollors

The Life Stories of Undistinguished Americans as Told by Themselves 2012-10-02

can one nursery rhyme explain the secrets of the universe well not exactly but it can help you understand the difference between bildungsroman epigram and epistolary dust jacket
Thrice Told Tales 2013-08-27

these are the stories told in the cooper family handed down over time and recounted to the young vivien cooper who has retold these stories of romany life for a wider public

Tales My Family Told Me: A Romany Life 2019-12-12

in thirty five chapters the greatest air aces stories ever told covers many of the leading american and british commonwealth fighter aces of ww i and ii together with a few bomber crews whose gallantry made a substantial contribution to the end of ww ii other nations had their aces but this book concentrates on american and commonwealth pilots these aviators were chosen not only because of their scores and their great courage but also for other qualities which set them apart like the wwii royal air force wing commander who shot down more than 20 germans while flying with two artificial legs here are a few of the aces note that the air forces of europe and the united states did not always have today s names used here for simplicity s sake albert ball raf son of the lord mayor of nottingham winner of the victoria cross he had 44 victories in wwi when he was killed at the age of 20 well known to his german foes who much admired him gabby gabreski usaf son of hard working polish immigrants an ace in wwii with 28 kills and later in korea with another six he was an accomplished commander finished a long career as a colonel mick mannock raf tough and aggressive in spite of his fear of fire he won not only the victoria cross but five other high awards for gallantry highest british scorer of wwi with 73 victories he detested germans and rejoiced with every kill he was shot down by ground fire in the last year of the war david mccampbell usn scored 34 wwii kills to become the u s navy s all time ace in 1944 set an all time record with nine victories on a single mission winner of the congressional medal pick pickard raf led the raf rooftop bomber raid on amiens prison in wwii freeing many underground members some of whom were facing death and who were promptly spirited away by french partisans frank luke usaf deadly american famous for his busting of german observation balloons in wwi shot up over german territory he managed to land safely but being luke tried to fight it out with enemy infantrymen with only his pistol the book will also touch on the equipment these aces flew from the famous fokkers and sopwith camels to the ungainly two seater fe2b which was driven by a pusher engine and looked like a bathtub with wings and a miniature oil derrick glued on the back also included are our own grumman carrier fighters the p 40s the p 38s as well as the p 51 mustang probably the finest fighter of the war a happy marriage of an american airframe and a british engine the deadly graceful spitfire has its place as do the hurricane the biplane gladiator and even the four engine lancaster

The Greatest Air Aces Stories Ever Told 2017-04-03

life is uncertain we do not know when love comes into life and makes it splendid because destiny isn t in our hands life decides for us it always decides better and gives chance to grow always life is a journey that goes on and on forever take a journey of life stories with never told stories
s more secrets sleepover stories told in darkness volume 3 for grown ups by william a stricklin william a stricklin s three volume series s more secrets preserves legendary tales and ghost stories he has told in darkness for over half a century he has told these stories to children in the cook islands who called him tusitala to his children grandchildren great grandchildren and sleepover friends throughout his travels worldwide children have been enthralled by his fanciful spooky tales told in darkness around the campfire while toasting and eating s mores his favorite of these stories are right inside

S'more Secrets: Sleepover Stories Told in Darkness: Volume 3: For Grown-Ups 2022-08-27

a wide selection of short stories told in 55 words each about precious memories the grandmaster exploding turkey luck of a double rainbow tale of the last supper of ducks and goats the hair story unusual duel story of the radio flyer scooter different kind of mowing a strange pet and more much more

FIFTY FIVERS 55ers Volume 2 - 100 Little Stories Told In 55 Words Each! 2018-02-05

nobody told me is the long awaited autobiography by jim mccarty a founding and current member of rock and roll hall of fame inductees the yardbirds a founder member of renaissance together and box of frogs and an internationally respected songwriter open honest modest and affecting jim looks back on his long and remarkable career with both a keen eye for detail and his trademark sense of humour from the birth of the british r b boom to the latest incarnation of his much beloved band jim tells of his life on and off stage alongside some of the most legendary musicians in rock history including eric clapton jeff beck and jimmy page who also contributed the book s introduction from the yardbirds the story unfolds across together renaissance and illusion collaborations with the pretty things and the british invasion all stars box of frogs stairway and more

Nobody Told Me: My Life with the Yardbirds, Renaissance and Other Stories 2013-11-14

hawthorne s early stories were collected in 1837 and published under the title twice told tales they include two of the stories founded on early new england annals the gray champion based on a tradition of one of the judges of charles i and the maypole of merry mount in which endicott appears as the embodiment of the puritan spirit besides these are the allegories fancy s show box the great carbuncle and the prophetic pictures the hollow of the three hills one of the typical stories of witchcraft foreshadowing some of his later and more powerful work the curious study wake?eld the popular rill
from the town pump the pretty fantasy david swan in which the lighthearted boy goes on his pilgrimage unconscious of the shadows of possibilities that have fallen across his sleeping face the pathetic story of quaker suffering the gentle boy dr heidegger s experiment touching a subject which recurs again in septimius felton and the dolliver romance and the light humor of mr higginbotham s catastrophe thus including almost every class of subject on which he afterward touched though in all he rose to higher levels in his later work

Twice-Told Tales 1993

twice told tales presents the life and writings of dante alighieri s maestro the florentine notary and diplomat brunetto latino the book first discusses archival documents found in florence the vatican secret archives genoa england and elsewhere which were written by or which name brunetto latino the documents concern among other topics the vallombrosan abbot tesauro the sicilian vespers plotting and the death by starvation of ugolino the book then discusses brunetto s translations of aristotle s ethics and cicero s de inventione as texts presented to charles of anjou and others as well as the influence of these texts on dante appendices present the archival documents discussed in the book and list manuscripts containing latino s writings

Twice-told Tales 2010-09-08

follow the trails of hunters the original storytellers as they interpret signs examine tracks and chase and catch their prey or fail to readers can curl up with the best authentic hunting fiction and non fiction bringing the great mount kenya and the prairies of the american bison into your living room from theodore roosevelt and gene hill to rick bass and charles dickens remember classic hunting tales and discover new stories of hunters luck camaraderie and use of smarts on the trail the thrill of the chase and the passion for outdoor living are elegantly brought together in this exquisite volume certain to delight both hunters and short story aficionados with work by more than one hundred of the world s most eminent authors and hunters including theodore roosevelt zane grey ted nugent aldo leopold rick bass philip caputo geoffrey norman gene hill and many more

The Best Hunting Stories Ever Told 2014-08-19

life is not easy in these last days when you need help nothing or nobody is willing to come along side of you the 948 have build a brick fortress around you life so you dis spare and hate the very day you were born i call it sin justice they will create so many hurts in your life it seems to you that it is just not worth living they will bring you to point that you will not know what normality is do you know what a loving marriage is like whats a good holiday feel like how many good days have you had lately or peaceful nights sleep are fear and anxiety in control of your mind is doubt ruler of your heart the 948 are doing this all the time they are masters at stealing your joy peace happiness but they always give you something back in return its
Your Priceless Legacy: A Story That Must Be Told 2020-10-06

by turns surprising poetic and stark the story that cannot be told is one that should most certainly be read alan gratz new york times bestselling author of refugee a mesmerizing debut publishers weekly starred review a powerful middle grade debut with three starred reviews that weaves together folklore and history to tell the story of a girl finding her voice and the strength to use it during the final months of the communist regime in romania in 1989 ileana has always collected stories some are about the past before the leader of her country tore down her home to make room for his golden palace back when families had enough food and the hot water worked on more than just saturday nights others are folktales like the one she was named for which her father used to tell her at bedtime but some stories can get you in trouble like the dangerous one criticizing romania s communist government that uncle andrei published right before he went missing fearing for her safety ileana s parents send her to live with the grandparents she s never met far from the prying eyes and ears of the secret police and their spies who could be any of the neighbors but danger is never far away now to save her family and the village she s come to love ileana will have to tell the most important story of her life

A Devils Story as told to Norm 2022-05-06

stories told in the qur an true stories from allah ahmet adanur

The Story That Cannot Be Told 2023-10-01

the greatest rowing stories ever told collects articles and excerpts of classic rowing stories from the inception of the sport on english waters in the eighteenth century through the scandalous era of professionalism and gambling of the nineteenth century to the popular amateur sport of today the contributors include prominent oarsmen and women historians of the sport and even poets and songwriters recall here the great rivalries the pageantry of the regattas the poetic solitude of the single sculler and many other aspects of a sport entering its third century

Stories Told in the Qur'an (True Stories from Allah) 1867
The Greatest Rowing Stories Ever Told 2012-05-04

about the book megan is a ten year old biracial girl growing up in a small town in the southeastern corner of washington state in the early 1960s megan has the usual struggles of growing up that most children have but her concerns are complicated with the reality that she is half japanese and half white she also struggles with one concern that is unique to her understanding why her mother hitomi is overly protective and hovering so different from the mothers of her friends the mystery grows when she discovers her sister a sister she never knew existed until she finds pictures of her mother standing with a little asian girl she had never seen before in front of a drab and desolate looking building somewhere in an empty and arid landscape on the back of the picture is written minidoka 1943 my mother told me stories is a heart wrenching story of loss tragedy and one woman s journey through the shadows of despair but it is also a story of surprising kindness generosity and friendship of forgiveness and reconciliation and the enduring love of family about the author i m ramsey has worked in a variety of roles in counseling teaching and administration at the collegiate level and feels very fortunate to have spent her entire professional career in academia her primary research interest has focused on the impact of empathy and forgiveness and the relational dynamics between perpetrators and those who extend forgiveness to them this is her first novel with the story based upon the themes found in her south african research of political perpetrators who received empathy and forgiveness from family members of their victims i m ramsey lives in washington state and enjoys spending time with her husband their daughters sons in law and three grandsons a k a the three scampering squirrels

The Story of the Diamond Necklace Told in Detail for the First Time, Chiefly by the Aid of Original Letters ... Comprising a Sketch of the Life of the Countess De la Motte, ... and Particulars of ... Other Actors in this Remarkable Drama. ... Illustrated, Etc 2023-09-20

the book contains 108 stories many of the stories were either heard or read by ramdas on various occasions the reader will find in the book also stories told by sri ramakrishna sri ramana maharshi and other saints of india and abroad the collection is by no means exhaustive but the stories presented here will no doubt prove to be a source of instruction and enlightenment to the spiritual aspirant

The Story of the Titanic As Told by Its Survivors 1961
what is the human mind what is its template the mind reveals itself in what it does do not to ask what the mind is but ask what it does and be not preoccupied how it does it a piece of wood with metal attach to one end does not tell us the nature of the hammer but driving a nail with such a metal wood object reveals the nature of the hammer so it is with the mind its nature is revealed in what it does but who is the human mind is it your being or your features three hundred an fifty stories bring us closer to the answer the mind is put to work because we are drawn inexorably into the future and always with a degree of uncertainty sometimes watchful other times unaware of what will happen next and many times not wanting to know the purpose of the mind is to know what will happen next

My Mother Told Me Stories 2011-08

a new york times bestseller megan mullally and nick offerman reveal the full story behind their epic romance presented in a series of intimate conversations between the couple including photos anecdotes and the occasional puzzle the year 2000 the setting los angeles a gorgeous virtuoso of an actress agreed to star in a random play and a basement dwelling scenic carpenter said he would assay a supporting role in the selfsame pageant at the first rehearsal she surveyed her fellow cast members determining if any of the men might qualify to provide her with a satisfying fling her gaze fell upon the carpenter and like a bolt of lightning the thought struck her no dice moving on yet unbeknownst to our protagonists cupid had merely set down his bow and picked up a rocket launcher that fired a love rocket not a euphemism the players were megan mullally and nick offerman and the resulting romance once ignited was epic beyond epic it resulted in a coupling that has endured to this day a sizzling perpetual tryst that has captivated the world with its kindness athleticism astonishingly low brow humor and true fire emoji passion how did they do it they came from completely different families ignored a significant age difference and were separated by the gulf of several social strata megan loved books and art history nick loved hammers but much more than these seemingly unsurpassable obstacles were the values they held in common respect decency the ability to mention genitalia in almost any context and an abiding obsession with the songs of tom waits eighteen years later they re still very much in love and have finally decided to reveal the philosophical mountains they have conquered the lessons they ve learned and the myriad jigsaw puzzles they ve completed presented as an oral history in a series of conversations between the couple the book features anecdotes hijinks photos and a veritable grab bag of tomfoolery this is not only the intoxicating book that mullally s and offerman s fans have been waiting for it might just hold the solution to the greatest threat facing our modern world the single life

STORIES AS TOLD BY SWAMI RAMDAS 2018-10-02

a spine tingling collection of real and surreal tales of northern new hampshire
Tales Told Sometimes in Earnest 2nd Edition 2003

the history of purdue athletics is sometimes funny sometimes poignant and triumphant and often pretty amazing but always uniquely human along the way many characters have arisen in over 11 decades of competition and nearly 200 of these great stories are chronicled in tales from the boilermaker country on the hardwood readers will learn why purdue turned down its first opportunity to play in the ncaa tournament allowing archrival indiana to win the 1940 title and how the first big dog in purdue men s basketball history wasn t glenn robinson from the football sidelines the authors reveal the dramatic incident which almost cost the lives of rose bowl heroes bob griese and george catavolas at the 1967 hula bowl also readers will find out how long time new york yankees owner george steinbrenner became an assistant coach for the purdue football team and a quarter century later was instrumental in luring the boilermakers ncaa final four coach away from purdue included are the stories of purdue s national championship teams the 1961 golf team which was led by a player that never lost to golfing legend jack nicklaus and the triumphant story of the 1999 purdue women s basketball team surviving three coaching changes en route to a national title you will enjoy reading stories from some of the colorful characters in the school s past mike alstott lin dunn gene keady george king ward piggy lambert jack mollenkopf michael scooby scearce moose skowron and joe tiller to name a few and you will travel back to the early days and the origins of boilermaker sports when the team traveled by train and continue through the digital age when heisman trophy hopeful drew brees was promoted for the award in cyberspace

The Greatest Love Story Ever Told 2012-01-31

Tales Told in the Shadows of the White Mountains

Tales From Boilermaker Country: A Collection of the Greatest Stories Ever Told
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